Credit cards offered significant advantages over all forms of money: they're pocket size, easily portable, relatively secure and have no intrinsic value themselves. However, payment fraud is an ideal use case for machine learning algorithms and has a long track record of successful use. Machine learning has just been invented, or just been applied to payments fraud for the first time. This paper focuses on the main function of the feature selection in supervised model. The methods used to support the topic are neural net, boosted tree, random forest etc. and the material is credit card transaction data. The conclusion of the research is that banks should deny about 3% clients for balance the profits and loss of goods. A month was spent doing this research
Introduction
Fraud transaction fraud research has already been done by others, however, the algorithm was badly chosen and the results were inaccurate [5] . This paper uses the best fit algorithm which has been tested many times by the author to get the results. The whole process of building algorithms in supervised models is discussed, but the author puts much emphasis on feature selection [6] . Many algorithms may over-fit the original data or neglect the period of natural causes. In this paper, raw data contains many records, of which the important ones are the record number, card number, merchant number, merchant state, merchant zipcode, amount of transaction and fraud record. Besides, many variables in supervised models are built by these records. In supervised models, there are two methods used to solve the second step, one is "Autoencoder", which is a model trained to output the original vector input. After the model is trained, the difference between the original input vector and the model output vector is the fraud score for that record. The other is "Heuristic Function of the zscores". Finally, the author chooses the best algorithm to test the variables to get credit or fraud scores.
Methods and Analysis

Description of data and data cleaning
The data in this paper is from the bureau of the census, because the accuracy of the data could make the results objective and fair. The first step is using the algorithm to clean the data, including sorting and ranking the data, removing outlier and all but type P and filling missing values with the most common values. The raw data contains 96,753 records and 18 fields. 9 records are used as categorical variables. For card transaction data, only two missing values that need to be filled. Firstly, filling 'Merch state' by grouping by 'Merch zip', then fill 'Merchnum' by grouping by'Merch state' and 'Cardnum'. The number of % populated shows available data and the type shows the type of data. Figure 3 shows that the amount of transaction has a gap around $2500 because in New York, if the amount of one transaction is over $2500, people have to ask for permission from the bank. Many people will not bother to make one transaction over $2500, so they may separate one transaction into several small transactions. Figure 4 and 5 shows the number of transactions on each day and in each month. The author noticed the general upward trend through September, followed by a sharp drop in October. The monthly transactions are fewer in the last quarter of the year compared with other quarters. This is due to the government fiscal year which starts in October 1, and people tend to be more cautious with their money in the first three months of the new fiscal year. The general process is cleaning the data firstly and building variables, next step is using feature selection to build models and finally analyzing fraud savings.
Variable creation
Building supervised fraud model
Feature selection methods in supervised model
Feature Selection is one of the core concepts in machine learning which hugely impacts the performance of model. The data features that used to train machine learning models have a huge influence on the performance achieved [3] . a) Filterindependent of any modeling method Pierson correlations, mutual info, univariate KS, univariate model performance measure(e.g. FDR, lift). For each variable make separate distributions for the two populations (good, bad). The amount of separation between the distributions is the importance of the variable [1] .
A Pearson correlation is a number between -1 and 1 that indicates the extent to which two variables are linearly related. Pearson correlations are suitable only for metric variables (which include dichotomous variables).
Pearson Correlation: = 2 , where i is xi and j is y measures linear correlation between a feature and the label. We get the fisher score which could simply measure how the two means are separated.
Fisher Score: = 0 ( 0 − ) 2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov, which is a nice, simple distribution/scale independent measure of distance between two distributions:
(2) Kulback-Leibler, which is an information theory-based measure. Be careful when the distributions go to zero:
Information Value, which is a Symmetric version of Kulback-Leibler distance:
Mutual Information, which is another information theory-based measure, requires joint distribution:
= ∑ ∑ ( = , = )
A wrapper method has a model "wrapped" around the process. The model can be anything. So we could say there are n candidate features/inputs/variables.
Wrapper methods generally result in better performance than filter methods because the feature selection process is optimized for the classification algorithm to be used. However, wrapper methods are too expensive for large dimensional database in terms of computational complexity and time since each feature set considered must be evaluated with the classifier algorithm used [4] . c) Regularization Some forms of stepwise logistic regression is suggested. Next step is to explore a handful of nonlinear models on the final data set, select best models and finalize. It's also good to use regularization in this step.
Regularization for Feature Selection: Ridge regression: Minimize: where ( − ∑ ) 2 + ‖ ‖ 2 2 is the 2 norm ‖ ‖ 2 2 = ∑ 2 Lasso regression:
Model algorithms a) Logistic Regression
A linear regression is appropriate when the output y has a continuous range. However, for classification problems where the output y takes one of two values (e.g., good/bad), the output of the model y is the probability that it takes a particular value. Since the output y only ranges from zero to one, a logistic regression is more appropriate [2] . In this work, it is a neural network with only one layer and two nodes. The activation function is logistic and the parameter before the regularization is 0.00001. The learning rate is 0.4 initially and it becomes smaller and smaller gradually. c) Random forest (depends on decision tree model) A decision tree model carves up space into boxes and then assigns a score for each box. A typical decision tree model will be in several or many dimensions with 10s or hundreds of leaf nodes. For lowing impurities on both sides, using variance for continuous outputs.
The total impurity of the resulting cut is: = 1 1 + 2 2 ; (i = 1, 2) means impurity of box i;
(i = 1, 2) means number records in box i. Common measures of impurity:
• Entropy or Information Gain: = − ∑ ( ) = − ( ( ) + ( )) Then the author adds the impurities of both resulting boxes weighted by the number in each box and chooses the best cut point that results in the lowest impurity. score Y probability of fraud Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research, volume 116 In this work, only one decision tree is not robust enough, so the author uses random forest, which expands from decision tree. Building many trees, each tree uses only a randomly-chosen subset of variables and combine all the results by averaging or voting. d) Boosted tree Boosting is a way of training a series of weak learners to result in a strong learner, and each weak learner is trained to predict the residual error of the current sum like Taylor Series. Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) is assigning a new weight on each data record for training the next weak learner in the series (uses all records but with weights). AdaBoost increases the weights on misclassified records, so the next iteration can pay more attention to them. Popular AdaBoost algorithms: GentleBoost, LogitBoost, BrownBoost, DiscreteAB, KLBoost, RealAB.
Results analysis
After training these four algorithms and got the final results, the author finds out which algorithm is the best. Table 3 shows that the random forest has the best results and does not overfit much, so we choose random forest as our best model to do the predicting. (Table 4 , 5 and 6 show the results of the random forest in detail) Table 4 Training results of the random forest Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research, volume 116 Table 5 Testing results of the random forest Table 6 Out of time results of the random forest In figure 10 , the x axis is the percentage of the clients denied and the units of y axis is dollar. The highest point of the profit and the black imaginary line is the number of how many frauds should be caught. If deny too many clients, the company will lose the good ones' credit, but if approve too many clients, the bank will lose money and the number of frauds will increase, which is not wise. 
Future expectation
The resulting model can be utilized in a credit card fraud detection system as well as in a New York property data. Similar model development process can be performed in related business domains such as insurance and telecommunications, to avoid or detect fraudulent activity.
It could also be found that using the scores of statistical significance in the logistic regression models as the criteria for selecting variables that high statistical significance score or the low p_value means strong correlation between fraud and related variable. The most important step is the construction of good expert variables that encode the signals of the problem dynamics as much as possible into clever variables. For this reason, linear and logistic regression models are so prevalent in the business field.
More data with more fields (for example, adding point of sale information, time of day, or other cardholder or merchant information) would certainly allow model performance to make improvements. Further model parameter tuning would also provide improvements to any of the models.
Suggestions
The fraud of transaction card number cannot depend on the data completely, the result could be less or more flexible, the rejection of the transaction should be controlled within a certain number so that could meet the companies' needs. The resources of transaction card frauds come from the loophole of system so if the government could adjust the system, the fraud number could be controlled dramatically.
Conclusion
This paper is written to explore the applications of linear and nonlinear statistical and machine learning models based on New York Property data and Credit Card Transaction data. The models are supervised fraud models that attempt to identify which transactions are most likely fraudulent. As expected, the nonlinear models slightly outperform the linear model, except for the artificial neural network. It is believed that this underperformance is due to two reasons. First, we have not sufficiently tuned the neural net model and improvement can be found with a different set of model parameters. Second, banks noting that the data set is substantially limited, and only has 179 that are labeled fraud events in this Out of Time data set. The results of any model, particularly a nonlinear one, can be volatile and sensitive to the statistical aberrations and the variation of model parameters. The random forest model performs the best and can detect about half of the fraud attempts within only top 3% data sorted as suspicious by the fraud algorithm score. However, the out-of-time results of random forest are very close to neural net because of small data set.
